FTN GSMR
Project Summary
Client: Network Rail
Timescales: 2007 – Ongoing
Linbrooke Disciplines: Telcommunications, Power, Civils
Linbrooke Services Utilised: Project & Site management, Design, Installation,
Test and Commissioning

Customer Objective
To make vital upgrades to driver–signaller radio communications systems across Britain’s rail
network via Global System for Mobile Communications/Railway (GSMR) and to ultimately ensure
the renewal of the entire line-side Fixed Telecoms Network (FTN).

Project Overview
With digital networks rapidly replacing analogue systems, Network Rail’s GSM-R/FTN project is the
biggest telecoms project ever undertaken on Britain’s railway. With analogue systems reaching life
expiry and becoming more difficult to maintain, upgrading to a digital network is essential in order
to reinstate maximum efficiency and support all of the railway’s daily telecommunication needs.
In order to facilitate this, the project required the installation of around 16000km of new fibre optic
and copper cable as well as the construction of almost 2500 telecoms masts, 500 access nodes
and 600 infill/tunnel repeaters.

“Linbrooke have supported the FTN/GSM-R project for a number of years and they
have helped us overcome many challenges in that time, often at extremely short
notice. Their quality of work was of the highest standard and they never let us down.”
– David McAuslan, Programme Commercial Manager - Network Rail

Linbrooke Project Scope
Joining the 13 year project 5 years in, Linbrooke collaborated efficiently with stakeholders and
clients and were selected to deliver GRIP 5-8 of the project works in order to ensure the highest
degree of railway communication effectiveness. Providing a full turnkey delivery in the design,
installation, test and commissioning of all allocated telecoms and power work, Linbrooke’s scope
of works included:
• The completion of fibre tails at 534 sites
• Power installations at over 640 sites
• The provision of 41 new DNO connections
• Installation of copper and fire lineside cables
• The provision of 15 “late notice” infill repeaters (including telecoms & power)
• Deployment, service and recovery of temporary generators
• The utilising of Astute Asset Security to analyse location susceptibilities to theft & vandalism
and to advise the Network Rail project team of strategies and methods for reducing them
Linbrooke also displayed innovative thinking through the developing of a solar/wind power
solution for remote infill repeaters sites that cannot be economically powered by standard
Distribution Network Operators (DNO) or trackside power supplies. This enabled the remainder
of the works to be carried out successfully and efficiently.

Benefits of working with Linbrooke
As a high profile, multi-disciplined programme, Linbrooke were an asset to the project through the
provision of innovative thinking and a full turnkey delivery in telecommunications, power and civils
works. This ensured a continuity and efficiency that cannot always be attained through the employ
of multiple sub-contractors.
To ensure successful project delivery, we consistently provide:
• A strong, detailed understanding of the technical scope
• A full delivery of telecoms, signalling, power, civils and track which ensures
multidisciplinary efficiency
• An impeccable health and safety record
• The ability to adjust to project alterations rapidly – and provide alternative solutions when required
• A highly skilled and experienced work force
• Strong relationships with a number of industry experts

For further information on this project or to discuss world class telecoms, power and signalling solutions, call us on
08448000983, visit our website at www.linbrooke.co.uk or email info@linbrooke.co.uk

